NOTES:

1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND APPROVED DETAILS.

2. CLEAN ALL PENETRATIONS OF DIRT, RUST AND OIL. ROUGHEN SURFACE OF PIPE BEFORE APPLYING PRIMER. VERIFY PENETRATION IS PROPERLY SECURED TO DECK OR WALL TO AVOID MOVEMENT OF PIPE.

3. REFERENCE DETAIL HR–301 FOR SPECIFIC INSTALLATION GUIDELINES OF PIPE FLASHING MEMBRANE.

4. THIS DETAIL IS APPLICABLE FOR VERTICAL WALL PENETRATIONS (TYPICAL)

5. DRAINBOARD AND/OR INSULATION NOT SHOWN IF REQUIRED.

APPLY SOPRA–FLASH UN TIGHTLY OVER PIPE PENETRATION AND ONTO BASE COAT OF COLPHENE H
REFERENCE DETAIL HRW–301

COLPHENE H (NO VOIDS)

FULL SOLID FILL OF SOPREMA APPROVED GROUT, EPOXY, OR OTHER APPROPRIATE FILL MATERIAL

PIPE PENETRATION IMOBILIZED AND ANCHORED FIRMLY TO THE VERTICAL WALL

COLPHENE H (215 mils)
TYPICAL REINFORCED SYSTEM

SOPRA–FLASH UN

PIECE PENETRATION

STAINLESS STEEL BAND CLAMP

COLPHENE SENDED, COLPHENE 180
SENDED OR OTHER SOPREMA APPROVED
PROTECTION COURSE

OPTIONS FOR APPROVED ALTERNATE:
PROTECTION BOARD, SOPREMA APPROVED
INSULATION, SOPRA DRAIN ECO–VENT, ECO 2,
OR ALTERNATE PER SPECIFIER.